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RETHINKING
CAREER MODELS
Nicole Fabig-Grychtol and Ralf Hendrik Kleb

Challenge: Introduction of hybrid career models | Pitstop: Evaluate route and results |
Reset: Back to needs and goals | Energizing: Realign strategies and roadmap |
Sprints: With agile drive back on the track
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Challenge: Introduction of hybrid career models
In literature and practice we find broad agreement on goals and building blocks - at the heading level.

Demand and
future-oriented

Demanding and
equal value

Career
model

Sustainable and
attractive

Selective and
penetrable
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Challenge: Introduction of hybrid career models
The complexity of designing hybrid career models is regularly underestimated. And at the level of detail, the
ideas regarding needs and objectives often diverge.
Division and job familyspecific needs
Organizational
inclusion

Employee
expectations

Remuneration/
pay groups
Role leveling/
job grading

Ranks/
titles

Job & personnel
planning
Access &
selection
processes

Decisional
authorizations

Placement
processes
Succession
planning

Agile organization
forms
Performance
management

Information &
committee access
Development
programs
Requirements/
competency model
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Pitstop: Evaluate route and results
In the context of digitization and new work, previous needs and objectives are being questioned.
Customer & Employee Experience
Meeting VUCA with Agility

Game Changer programs also try to get traditional companies
(areas) going. Agile methods/formats are increasingly being
used to experiment and harness swarm intelligence. With the
help of the strategy-led OKR framework and shorter sprints,
teams are mobilized, employee skills expanded and the
organization made more flexible.

Digitization

Business models, organizations and jobs are
changing at an unprecedented pace and
scale as digitization progresses. Managers
and employees are often insecure. A lot is
currently being invested in technology and
know-how development. But what happens
next when the economy stops humming?

Design Thinking methods focus on positive employee and customer
experiences. The analysis of Candidate & Employee Journeys,
Touchpoint experiences and expectations as well as the description of
Personas serve to focus on positive employee experiences in the
professional life cycle.

Workforce Segmentation

In a dual operating model, tankers and speedboats often
move side by side. Decades-old grading systems are used to
benchmark the old and new worlds and keep them
together. The shortage of skilled workers leads to fierce
competition for talent. The personnel and skill requirements
develop very differently in the organisation.

Underestimated Complexity

The assumption that one would only need a ranking /
grading system with a few attractive titles, a competence
model and L&D measures, and market the career options
on the career site is still widespread, but wrong.
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Pitstop: Evaluate route and results
We recommend to take a pit stop and rethink the topic "career"!
Which external influences and trends
must be taken into account?
Which technology and market trends will
influence future skill requirements? How are
labour markets developing? What impact do the
developments have on your own strategies for
meeting skill needs?

What do the companies and
divisions really need?

What skill requirements will the divisions
have in the future? How can the skill needs
be developed? And how can the agility and
flexibility of the organisation be increased
(e.g. OKR, feedback processes, continuous
learning, second/third skilling)?
π-, X- or P-shaped skill development)?

COMPANY/
DIVISIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

COMPANY/
COMPETITIVE
ENVIRONMENT

CANDIDATE/
EMPLOYEE
EXPECTATIONS

What do candidates and
employees really expect?

Which candidate and employee types
(personas) are to be differentiated? What
expectations and preferences do they have
regarding their work and professional
development? What do you mean by
"development perspectives" (e.g. skills
development, collaboration networks,
corporate wanderlust, flexible benefits)?
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Reset: Back to needs and goals
The goals and expectations of the business and functional areas, employees and candidates must be
differentiated, concretised and prioritised.
Important topics from the company's point of view

Concrete needs and priorities of different business areas
and job families

Important topics from the point of view of employees and candidates

Concrete expectations and preferences of different types of
candidates and employees (personas)
9
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Reset: Back to needs and goals
Different situations, cultures, levels of maturity and strategies of the individual business units and functional
areas require a differentiated consideration of needs, requirements and solutions.
OPTIMIZATION

INNOVATION

EXPANSION

RESTRUCTURING

The organization is transactionoriented and characterized by stable
processes and moderate changes.

The organization is under increased
pressure to innovate and is
becoming increasingly agile and
heterogeneous.

The organization is expanding;
structures and systems must be
adapted without hindering further
growth.

The organisation has reached the
zenith of its development and needs
to be restructured or transformed.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Strategy:
Digitization and optimization of
existing structures and processes.

Strategy:
Experimenting with new structures,
systems and processes - new work.

Strategy:
Tracking or adapting existing
structures, systems and processes.

Strategy:
Fundamental transformation,
restructuring, rightsizing, merger or
disinvestment.

Requirements, e.g:

Requirements e.g:

Requirements e.g:

Requirements e.g:

 Develop digital skills.

 Redefine understanding of
leadership and roles.

 Skill widening (e.g. π-, Xand P-shaped skilling), in order to
enable/enhance Job Rotation,
Job Enrichment & Enlargement.

 Game changer program,
turnaround or PMI program if
applicable

 Promote employee mobility,
corporate wanderlust and
networking, and support them
with innovative apps.

 Executive roundtables, orientation
workshops, placement workshops

 Skill broadening (e.g. T- or
π-shaped second skilling), in order
to enable/enhance Job Rotation,
Job Enrichment & Enlargement.
 Creating and maintaining a
continuous improvement culture.

 Become more agile with the help
of the OKR framework.
 Cultivate multifaceted
organisational and employee
development (e.g. P-shaped
skilling), in agile projects/quads.

 Employability/reskilling program

 Individual Change & Career
Coaching
10
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Reset: Back to needs and goals
How are the traditional career and job-related life cycles changing? And what concrete expectations do the
different candidate and employee groups/types (personas) have?
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Reset: Back to needs and goals
Which events/touchpoints shape the experiences of the various candidate and employee groups in the
course of their career journeys to date?
Definition Of Relevant Events In The Life Cycle (Career Journey)

Channels

Altitude/Example 1: Measures/Events In The Career And Job-related Life Cycle

Forms Of Contact & Media

Inauguration

Growth

Maturity

Satiation

Entry/training

Professionalization

Reorientation

Change

Welcome, introduction,
initial equipment

Target agreement &
performance assessment

Positioning & career
advice

Change in the task
portfolio

Integration programs
(strategy, networking)

Status review &
development planning

Job rotation/stage
programs

Targeted development of
missing skills

Technical introductory
programs

Membership in high
potential pools

Job enlargement,
job enrichment

Reduction of working time
in current job

Trainee programs

On- & off-the-job learning
programs

Promotion of horizontal
career steps

Coaching by internal/
external specialists

Personalized
30-60-90-day plan

Job rotation, project work,
assignment abroad

Collaboration in projects,
specialist forums & circles

Job change on the same
level

Mentoring & coaching

Targeted preparation
in key positions

Special tasks, e.g.
transfer of know-how

Downward movement or
outplacement

…

…

…

…

Face-to-face

Process Owner

End-to-end Accountability
⃝ BoD/Managing Director
⃝ Department Heads

Group Interaction

⃝ Job Family Owner
⃝ Line Manager

Online

⃝ HR Business Partner
⃝ Recruiting Team

App on Mobile Device

⃝ HR CoE Personnel Development
⃝ HR CoE Compensation & Benefits

Print
Email
Phone
Letter

⃝ HR CoE Planning & Controlling
⃝ HR CoE Org Management
⃝ Information Technology
⃝ Works Council
⃝ Professional In Expert Position
⃝ Candidate For Expert Position
⃝ …
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Reset: Back to needs and goals
How are the events/touchpoints experienced and how can the candidate and employee experiences be
improved in the future? And where do the Career Journeys need to be completely rethought?
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Energizing: Strategies and roadmap realigned
The Career Canvas describes the concrete goals of the individual organizational units.
business strategy

Strategic initiatives

What are the main drivers of
manpower requirements derived
from Group and divisional
strategies?

Which strategic initiatives and
projects determine the future
direction of our company?

Success-critical competence
requirements
Which competencies are critical
for the future development of
the business segments?

Relevant job families and key
positions
How will the functional
architecture develop in the
future? Which functional areas,
functional families, roles and key
positions are of particular
importance for the future
development of the business
segments?

AttractiON & RETENTION
Why do candidates and
employees choose our
company? What experiences can
we learn from?

development PERSPECTIVES

Talent Pipeline &
Career Management
Which internal and external
labor markets are relevant and
how can these be developed?
How can the required core
competence be secured and
developed in key positions?

Which development offers exist?
What do the talents expect and
what does our company need?

Cost structure & cost drivers

Success Factors & Pipeline Monitoring

What are the costs associated with today's Talent Management
activities? What are the main cost drivers?
Which charging models are used? Which budget and control system will
be effective in the future?

How do we recognize whether the Talent & Career Management
activities are successful? Which stakeholder group has which success
factors (KPI) and how do we want to measure them?
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Energizing: Strategies and roadmap realigned
The one-fits-all career models ignore differentiated needs and expectations. Career understanding must be
rethought in the context of future organizational development.
Organization

Rewards

 Matching of new organizational forms and
understanding of employees from development
perspectives

 Consideration of modern motivation drivers
(visibility, time, degrees of freedom, etc.)
 New, development-oriented and role-based
understanding of value

 Moving away from rigid demands on a function
to permanent matching of talents and liquid,
flexible role requirements
 Solutions for the temporary assumption of
roles, jobs and responsibilities

Development
 Focus on "continuous learning" in the
design of development concepts
 Creation of transparency and presentation of
differentiated development offers for
employees
 Definition of a new understanding of
roles/responsibility of employees, managers
and HR

 Grading structures and remuneration models
that promote development

Career
rethink

Staffing
 Establishment of 360° feedback culture
 Promotion of skills enhancement, job rotation,
job enrichment & enlargement, employee
mobility
 Use of innovative apps and skill mapping tools
 Setting up of situation-, demand- and targetoriented employability programs

16
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Energizing: Strategies and roadmap realigned
New technologies and apps support the employees in their independent skill development.

Manage the
skill shift
No qualification
Beginners
Advanced, can be engaged for
standard cases
Specialist, for tasks that deviate
from the standard
Specialist who can also act as a
trainer
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Energizing: Strategies and roadmap realigned
The OKR framework, feedback tools and modern collaboration platforms shape New Work's everyday life and
promote agile organizational and employee development.
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Energizing: Strategies and roadmap realigned
The initiative and mobility in employee development is supported by innovative technologies/appps.
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Energizing: Strategies and roadmap realigned

Rather low effectiveness/
rather high expenditure
("on the wrong steamboat")
• least effective measures
• difficult to implement

low

6

9

2
3

4

Rather high efficiency/
rather low effort
("low-hanging fruits")
• most effective measures
• easy to implement

7

1
high

Rather low effectiveness/
rather low effort
("fruitless effort")
• least effective measures
• easy to implement

EFFORT / INVESTMENT / TIME

The various initiatives are evaluated in terms of impact and investment and processed in agile sprints.

5
8

low

high

IMPACT / RELEVANCE

Rather high efficiency/
rather high expenditure
("biggest challenges")
• most effective measures
• difficult to implement
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Sprints: With agile drive back on the track
We recommend that the topics prioritized in the product backlog be processed in agile sprints.
PRE-GAME STAGING SPRINT

DEVELOPMENT SPRINTS

WRAPPER SPRINT

22
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Sprints: With agile drive back on the track
The product backlog must contain all the improvements, adjustments, features and functionalities that make
up the new product „Rethinking Career Model".
PRE-GAME STAGING SPRINT
Skills &
Competencies
Job Family
architecture

Assessment
concept
Succession
planning
Sourcing
concepts and
career SITES

Communities /
Networks

PRODUCT
BACKLOG

rewards

Selection &
access process

CAREER
NEW THINKING

Learning &
Development
Concepts

Executive &
Employee
Communication

Implementation
of sprints
sprint
planning

product
planning
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Sprints: With agile drive back on the track
Sprints are used to work out increments that make the " Rethinking Career Model" product quickly ready for
use and a perfect fit.

DEVELOPMENT SPRINTS
SPRINT
1

SPRINT
2

SPRINT
3

SPRINT
4 ff.

PRODUCT
BACKLOG
Workforce segmentation

Personas

Segmentation of the
workforce according to
company situation and
maturity level

Defining personas

Reflecting on the actual
situation
Identification of initial
needs for change

Description of relevant
touchpoints (in the
professional life cycle) of
the personas
Identification of goals,
characteristics, wishes,
expectations and
requirements

Role understanding and
skill broadening

Career experience

Defining leadership
understanding and roles

Rethinking your career:
co-creation of positive
career experience

Identification of core skills
and competencies

Develop skill mapping incl.
tool

Simulation of stock and
demand development

…
…
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Sprints: With agile drive back on the track
Sprints are used to tackle complex adaptive tasks with the aim of delivering products with the highest
possible value.
pre-game
staging sprint
SPRINT 1

SPRINT 6

SPRINT 3

Workforce
segmentation

SPRINT 2

Role understanding
and skill broadening

…

SPRINT 4

Career experience

Personas

SPRINT 5
…

START
Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

SAMPLE TASK
DESCRIPTION 1

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Month 7

Month 8

Month 10 Month 11 Month 12

START / END
SAMPLE TASK
DESCRIPTION 2

START / END
SAMPLE TASK
DESCRIPTION 3

START / END
SAMPLE TASK
DESCRIPTION 4

START / END
SAMPLE TASK
DESCRIPTION 5

Illustrative representation

Month 9

START / END
SAMPLE TASK
DESCRIPTION 6

START / END
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CHANGELEADERS PORTFOLIO

profiles

Consulting Boutique for Transformation & Change
• BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION
• STRATEGY & MISSION PROCESSES
• STRATEGIC MARKETING EXPERIENCE
• WORLD-CLASS PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
• CUSTOMER TOUCHPOINT MANAGEMENT
• B2B SALES OPTIMIZATION
•…

• AGILE ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT
• JOB ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
• JOB CATALOGUE OPTIMIZATION
• JOB FAMILY CONCEPT DESIGN
• JOB LEVELING INNOVATION
•…

STRATEGY

• IBM WATSON TALENT
• OKR SOFTWARE & TOOLS
• ENTERPRISE GAMIFICATION
• DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
• HR-IT SYSTEMS SELECTION &
IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT
• HR GOES CLOUD
•…

PEOPLE

COMMUNICATIONS
• CHANGE COMMUNICATION
• INTERNAL/HR COMMUNICATION
• EMPLOYER BRANDING
•…

 Team of renowned thought
leaders and experts in their
professional disciplines
 Well-rehearsed team working
together in different set-ups
since many years

Organization

DIGITAL

 Established in 2018

• DIGITAL LEADERSHIP
• LEADERSHIP EFFECTIVENESS
• CHANGE COACHING
• MY TALENT CANVAS
• TALENT EXPERIENCE RADAR
• CAREER MODEL DESIGN
• SUCCESSION PLANNING
• YOUR RISK MANAGEMENT
•…

 Most of our projects have an
international scope
 Many of our consultants work
on projects abroad - globally
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CHANGELEADERS MISSION
Shaping The Future - Inspiring People - Moving Organizations
We want to contribute to driving innovations and improvements forward. Our clients are all those who want to change something in
their organizations and are interested in sustainable, future-oriented solutions - whether in corporate, divisional or regional
management or in specialist areas such as development, operations, procurement, sales, finance, IT and human resources.
We accompany our clients not only in dynamic growth phases, but also in difficult merger and restructuring situations. We contribute
our experience from working with global players, large multinationals and hidden champions as well as with start-ups, medium-sized
companies and public sector organisations.
Most of our customer projects have an international reach. And in many cases, our internationally experienced consultants or longstanding network partners also support local implementation on site.

WE SHAPE THE FUTURE

WE MOVE PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS

Together with our customers, we develop visions and align
business models, strategies, organizations, processes and
systems with a view to the future.

The focus is on people with their ideas, skills, potential and
needs as well as their interaction within the framework of
modern work organisation.
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CHANGELEADERS STYLE

HOLISTIC VIEW

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

DOER MENTALITY

INNOVATIVE SPIRIT

Experts with proven strategy,
organizational, HR, communications &
digital expertise

Worldwide deployment of highly
experienced professionals with global
leadership and project responsibility

Entrepreneurial focus on sustainable
results in growth, merger and
restructuring phases

Solution-oriented Game Changer with
great passion for innovation and desire
for digital future

BEST PRACTICE RESEARCH

SMART METHODS-MIX

PERFORMANCE PARTNERSHIP

PEOPLE FIRST

Evidence-based work based on trend
analyses, smart practices and scientific
findings

Intelligent combination of agile and
classic methods with digital and analog
collaboration formats

Excellence, diversity, transparency, trust
and appreciation in internal and
external cooperation

Managers and employees at the center
of digital transformation and agile
organizational development
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CHANGELEADERS Expertise
Further Whitepapers (DE)
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CHANGELEADERS Expertise
Further Whitepaper (DE)
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